HOW TO PROPERLY DISCHARGE A BAG WITH A LINER

Bulk container liners, often used inside Super Sack® containers, are available in many styles and materials. They can be attached to the bulk bag by way of tabbing or can be simply inserted into the bag. Although a liner can be completely attached to a bulk bag, it may hang below the bag discharge spout when emptied. B.A.G. Corp. recommends the following method when discharging Super Sack containers with liners. First, it is very important to make sure the bulk container liner is properly supported from above. To do so, attach the loop, which was created when the inner liner was closed after filling, to the bulk bag lifting device. To achieve proper support, a bungee cord or web tie can be used. The bulk bag must be supported from below prior to discharging. The use of a safety frame will support the weight of the bag while also keeping the discharge operator safe. Once the bag is resting on a safety frame, the bottom spout of the bag can be reached for discharging. Begin by untying the discharge spout cover’s closure. Once the discharge spout is visible, pull it down as to extend it straight. The bulk container liner can be accessed from the open end of the discharge spout. Pull the sealed end of the liner to ensure all excess material is cleared from the bag discharge spout, then cut off the sealed end of the liner. Make sure the Super Sack discharge spout, with cut liner end, is positioned over the hopper or discharging area. The final step in properly discharging a bulk bag with a liner is to untie the bag discharge spout.